
Uniform Rappel Belt™ Product Specs

CMC Rescue
UNIFORM RAPPEL BELT™

Designed for Emergency Rappel
In a class by itself, CMC Rescue offers the only NFPA Certified
Uniform Rappel Belts available. Designed for everyday wear but with
the performance needed for an emergency rappel or belay. Standard
uniform wear for search and rescue, SWAT and fire rescue
personnel, the belt is constructed to the same exacting standards as
our harness line and is the only certified uniform belt available. The
tail end of the belt and the V-ring attachment point are secured out of
the way with hook and loop.

Note: This belt is not intended as a substitute for a harness.

 

 

Work Safety
The CMC Rescue School offers training classes for work-at-height rope access and rope rescue. Some courses may
include instruction about proper use of the Uniform Rappel Belt™ or similar rappel belts used in rope rigging systems. CMC
Rescue School provides training with course work in technical rescue, tower rescue, fire rescue, confined space rescue &
entry, trench rescue, emergency building shoring (EBS), rope access, rope rigging as well as custom contract rope rescue
and industrial rope access courses offering class work for the specific needs in the above disciplines or in search and
rescue (SAR), urban search and rescue (USAR), helicopter air operations (heli-ops, helo-ops), swiftwater rescue and tactical
maneuvers.

Option Item Product Name NFPA Rating W eight Color W aist Size Price

Small 202422 BELT, UNIFORM RAPPEL SM, CMC Escape Belt 9 oz (255 g) Black 26 - 32 in (66 - 81 cm) $ 62

Medium 202423 BELT, UNIFORM RAPPEL MD, CMC Escape Belt 9 oz (255 g) Black 30 - 36 in (76 - 91 cm) $ 62



Large 202424 BELT, UNIFORM RAPPEL LG, CMC Escape Belt 10 oz (283 g) Black 34 - 42 in (86 - 107 cm) $ 62

X-Large 202425 BELT, UNIFORM RAPPEL XL, CMC Escape Belt 10 oz (283 g) Black 40 - 48 in (102 - 122 cm) $ 62


